In this paper, we achieve some interesting results in the way to make sense how superparticles interact together and to ordinary particles by means of putting aside the dimensional constraints. This is the first step in the process of constructing an effective model taking binding possibilities of superparticles into account.
I. In brief
In hadron models, we see that quarks and antiquarks combine together and form bound-states as baryons and mesons. Logically, it is possible that their superpartners combine in somehow and form something by the name of superbarryons and supermesons. As we know, squarks and anti-squarks are scalars. Hence, superbarryons and supermesons are scalars too. For the time being, this topic has not been mentioned, because general supersymmetric gauge field theories have not been completely constructed yet. Because of complicated calculations, physicists usually put constraints into superfields in order to get some interacting initial terms of interacting Lagrangian when constructing supersymmetric gauge field theories. Unfortunately, several interacting possibilities between particles and sparticles are missed due to these constraints. So that, we can not predict some new particles which may pay important roles in effective models. In the framework of this paper, we put some constraints on supersymmetric Lagrangian aside with a hope of finding more interacting possibilities between particles and sparticles. From these results, we expect to contribute to construct a better phenomenological theory for mesons and nucleons.
II. Superkinetic of a chiral superfield and interacting terms
Superkinetic terms
In Supersymmetric field theories,supersymmetric Lagrangians are usually constructed by using supersymmetric utilities. It is seemingly undoubted. By more strictly considering, however, we realize that these Lagrangians are constructed from the parts whose have potential characteristic. The parts consist of two members f and K. Here, f is called superpotential, K is Kahler potential. Moreover, whether the super derivatives are defined for supersymmetric transformations? These are the motivation for us to live no stone unturned to obtain new contributions by which are produced using these superderivatives
These are some basic objects.We will imply abilities to combine them in order to contribute new parts into Lagrangian. The general action is added by term as:
Where:
and
After meticulous calculations, we achieve some exciting results:
In this expression, the first term is a total derivative. Hence, it vanish when is put in the action. While, the third term, the unexpected term, will be canceled by on-shell condition and massless scenario. That means:
Hence, we can write new Lagrangian density:
Interacting terms
we expect to determine the interacting forms between sparticles with ordinary particles. Let consider N superfields Φ n (x, θ) and N complex conjugate superfields Φ * n (x, θ). They are expressed as:
While, x + and x − are x
The interacting function is performed as formula:
Correspondingly, the interacting action is
However, it is possible to achieve the dependence of them on Minkovskian variables through a transformation in the action. Hence, we have:
Where
Li ψ Li (24)
We denoted that
III. The three superfield systerm
We take into account three chiral superfields: quark up superfield U, quark down superfield D, quark strange superfield S. They are expressed as:
Or:
Here, i=1, 2, 3. 
are constants with dimensions of -1 and -2, respectively. In this case, we put renormalization aside, so that these minus values are acceptable.
η ij , ̟ ijk are interacting constants. Kahler potential, here, is formed as:
(34) In order that the kinetic terms of scalar fields and spinor fields coincide with quantum commutative and anti-commutative rules, then must be positive. Hence, we choice
Here, a i , b i , c i are constants calculated vie Supersymmetry Spontaneously Broken
Let consider terms at the last line in detail. We expect to get the reflection of how component fields interact together. We can rewrite these terms:
−ω udsũ ds − ω dusd us − ω suds ud − cc
IV. Conclusion
By putting the dimensional constraints aside, we achieve some exciting results, concerning with the existing possibility of H, and how ordinary particles and sparticles and H interact together.
